Abstract{ We present a novel algorithm for calculating the running maximum or minimum value of a one-dimensional sequence over a sliding data window. The new algorithm stores a pruned ordered list of data elements that have the potential to become maxima or minima across the data window at some future time instant. This algorithm has a number of advantages over competing algorithms, including balanced computational requirements for a variety of signals and the potential for reduced processing and storage requirements for long data windows. We show through both analysis and simulation that for an L-element running window, the new algorithm uses approximately three comparisons and 2 log L + 1 memory locations per output sample on average for i.i.d. signals, independent of the signal distribution. 
Introduction
Computing the running maximum or minimum over an L-element sliding data window is useful in many signal and image processing tasks. For example, in morphological signal processing, dilation and erosion operations involve running maximum and minimum calculations, respectively 1]. Another example can be found in adaptive ltering, where a recently-introduced algorithm requires calculating the running maximum of the absolute value of the input signal to selectively update one lter coe cient at each time instant 2]. Running max/min calculation is a subset of the general task of determining the ranked order of a sequence across a sliding data window 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] . It should be recognized, however, that running max/min calculation is potentially much simpler than the general ranked order task because i) only one output needs to be calculated per sample time, and ii) the maximum or minimum value appears at either end of a running sorted list.
Existing approaches for calculating the running maximum/minimum include two algorithms presented in 9]. The rst method maintains a sorted list of L numbers and updates this list, using a divide-and-conquer strategy. This algorithm requires a maximum of approximately log 2 L comparisons and L storage locations per time instant. The second method, termed the MAXLINE algorithm, performs simple comparisons between the maximum value across the data window at the previous time instant, the old data value leaving the window, and the new data value entering the window. If the previous maximum value leaves the data window without being replaced, a sequential search to nd the new maximum is performed. Through analysis, it is shown that the MAXLINE algorithm is extremely e cient for uniformly-distributed i.i.d. signals, requiring about three comparisons to be performed on average. However, for these signals, the MAXLINE algorithm performs L + 1 comparisons in a single time step on an average of once every L + 1 time samples.
In real-time applications, such \bursty" behavior in an algorithm is unruly, as it limits the overall throughput of the algorithm for xed computational resources. In this paper, we present a novel method for performing running max/min calculations for large data windows that typically expends a fraction of the e ort needed to perform L + 1 comparisons at each time instant. The new method, termed the MAXLIST algorithm, uses the fact that only a small portion of a running sorted list needs to be maintained to retain the true maximum or minimum value across a sliding data window. By incorporating both sorting and timing information, a pruned list of ordered data values is created and maintained. Analysis and simulations verify that for i.i.d. input signals, the algorithm requires only three comparisons and O(log L) memory locations on average to compute the running maximum/minimum for i.i.d. input signals. In addition, the algorithm's performance degrades gracefully as the length of the pruned list is arti cially truncated, thus allowing for e cient hardware implementations and improved data throughput.
2 The Algorithm
To best see the operation of the new running max/min algorithm, consider Figure 1 , which shows a data window of length L = 8 acting upon a data sequence at four consecutive time instants. The numbers inside the boxes indicate data positions in absolute time, and the arrows above the boxes indicate the value of the data. Calculating the running maximum can be seen as a sliding window process whereby the window shown at the top left marches to the right as time passes. At the rst time instant, the maximum is located at position #2, and the second-largest datum is located at position #1. However, since the running data window causes data at the leftmost edge of the window to exit rst, the sample at position #1 will never be the maximum across the window since the sample at position #2 is larger and will exit the window after position #1. To the right of position #2, the datum at position #5 is the next largest maximum, and it can be argued in a similar manner that data at positions #3 and #4 will never be maxima across the window. Thus, we can construct a list that consists of the potential maxima of the window at future time instants, as indicated by the bold links underneath the position boxes.
To update this list, consider the window at time k = 2. Since only the items within the linked list can become maxima, we compare the data value at position #9 to the values stored within the list at positions #8, #7, #5, and #2. After updating the list, we see that position #5 is linked to position #9, with positions #7 and #8 now removed from the list. The maximum for time k = 2 is the rst item of this list at position #2. At time k = 3, a new datum at position #10 is compared and subsequently linked to position #9. Since the maximum at position #2 has left the window, the next item in the linked list at position #5 is identi ed as the new maximum. At time k = 4, the item at position #11 is larger than all other items in the linked list. Thus, it gets labeled as the maximum, and the linked list is shortened to a single item. Progressing in this fashion, the maximum over the data window is computed using only comparisons of new samples with items already stored in the linked list. If the new item equals one of the elements in the linked list, the new item replaces the old element, as it will leave the list at a later time than the old element with the same value. Table 1 lists pseudocode for the MAXLIST algorithm. The constant P is used to mark the end of the list and is chosen such that P > x k for all k. The algorithm stores N k +1 signal values and N k sample positions at time instant k, where N k is the length of the pruned ordered list.
Remark #1: One can construct signals for which the MAXLIST algorithm will require an Lelement linked list to accurately calculate the maximum value. One such case is a signal that is monotonically-decreasing for at least 2L ? 1 time instants. For wideband signals, this situation is extremely unlikely, suggesting that the MAXLIST algorithm will use more memory when processing signals having little high-frequency energy. It should be noted that the MAXLIST al-gorithm only requires two comparisons per output sample for a monotonically-decreasing signal, whereas the MAXLINE algorithm requires L comparisons per output sample in this situation. For a monotonically-increasing signal, the MAXLINE algorithm requires only one comparison per output sample, whereas the MAXLIST algorithm requires two comparisons per output sample. The balanced behavior of the MAXLIST on these two extreme situations suggests that its computational needs will not vary signi cantly for di erent signal types. Our simulations verify this claim.
Remark #2: In many signal processing problems, it is useful to have an algorithm structure that allows a tradeo between algorithm complexity and system performance. In the MAXLIST algorithm, the pruned list length naturally relates the ability of the algorithm to identify the max/min value to the computational complexity of the algorithm. Our analysis and simulations on i.i.d. data have shown that the probability that the pruned linked list will actually grow to a length equalling that of the window length L is (L!) ?1 . Moreover, the probability that a value deep within the list will propagate up to the front of the list to become a maximum value is very small. Thus, the linked list can be truncated to L memory locations, where L L, such that values that would cause the list to grow past this length are simply thrown away. This modi ed MAXLIST algorithm is no longer guaranteed to produce the max/min value; however, if L is large enough, the actual value produced by the algorithm is probabilistically quite close to the true value. In many signal processing problems, such approximate values are accurate enough to be useful. For example, in the max-NLMS adaptive lter, a MAXLIST algorithm with a truncated list of L = 4 entries produces adaptation performance that is less than 0:01dB di erent from that produced by the MAXLINE algorithm for lters with thirty coe cients operating on i.i.d. input data 12]. This approximate processing method o ers the possibility of reduced hardware requirements for high-data-rate situations.
Analysis
We now determine the computational complexity and memory requirements of the MAXLIST algorithm for i.i.d. input signals. Speci cally, we nd the distributions of i) the number of comparisons C (L) required by the algorithm to update the pruned ordered list per iteration as L ! 1 and ii) the length of the pruned ordered list N (L) at any iteration, respectively. Both results have direct applicability to the nite window case. Our analysis assumes that each element of the input signal fx k g is drawn independently from a probability distribution p X (x) that has no discrete point masses (i.e. P X (X k = a) = 0 for all ?1 < a < 1).
For our rst analysis, let L ! 1, and let y (i) k?1 denote the ith trailing element of the linked list at time k ? 1 such that y (1) k?1 < y (2) k?1 < y (3) k?1 < . Moreover, let M be the number of comparisons required to place the new signal element x k into this in nitely-long list. First, x k is compared to y (1) k?1 . It is not hard to see from the structure of the algorithm that y (1) k?1 = x k?1 . Letting X k and X k?1 as the random variables associated with x k and x k?1 , respectively, the probability that only a single compare is required to update the list is P(M = 1) = P(X k < Y (1) k?1 ) = P(X k < X k?1 ) = 0:5; (1) since the probability that one of two identically-distributed random variables is greater than the other is 0:5. Now, consider the case where x k x k?1 , such that the algorithm compares x k with y (2) k?1 . The probability that the comparison procedure stops at this point in the list update is P(M = 2) = P(X k X k?1 ; X k < Y (2) k?1 ) = P(X k X k?1 )P(X k < Y (2) k?1 jX k X k?1 ): (2) To determine the conditional probability appearing in (2), we note that y (2) k?1 is de ned as fy (2) k?1 : y (2) k?1 = x k?i ; i = arg min i; i 2 (x k?i > x k?1 )g: Since the events fX k X k?1 g and fX k > X k?1 g are equivalent for probability distributions that have no discrete point masses, we see that the random variable Y (2) k?1 = Y (2) k?1 jX k X k?1 and the conditional random variable X k jX k X k?1 are de ned in the same manner. Thus, they have the same probability distribution, independent of the form of that distribution. Using similar arguments as before, we see that P(X k < Y (2) k?1 jX k X k?1 ) = P(X k Y (2) k?1 jX k X k?1 ) = 0:5:
From (2), we see that P(M = 2) = 0:25: (4) Extending this result, it is not hard to show for all j 1 that the distribution of M for m 1 is
= 0:5 m : (6) From this result, we can determine the average number of comparisons E M] required to update the in nitely-long list as 
Thus, only two comparisons on average are needed to update the linked list. We now determine the connection between the previous analysis and the MAXLIST algorithm. Note that the MAXLIST algorithm requires an additional comparison to test the time index of the largest element in the ordered list. Therefore, the asymptotic distribution of C (L) is the same as 
and the average number of comparisons used by the MAXLIST algorithm as L tends to in nity is
This result is the same as a similar result previously shown for the MAXLINE algorithm under slightly di erent assumptions 9]. Thus, the MAXLIST and MAXLINE algorithms are asymptotically equivalent in terms of e ciency.
For nite window lengths, the actual distribution of C (L) will di er from the above distribution due to truncation e ects; i.e. there is not a larger element to compare with x k if x k is the largest element over the current data window. We expect that since the probability lim L!1 P(C The rst term on the right-hand-side of (14) 
gives us a way of bounding the average pruned list length from above and below as
respectively, for any L 2. In other words, the average pruned list length grows as the logarithm of the window length. The MAXLIST algorithm is much more e cient in its use of memory than other search schemes, since these schemes maintain all L elements of the data window in memory. A similar combinatorial approach can be used to determine the distribution of C (L) for nite window lengths, although simple expressions for the distribution appear to be di cult to nd. We do note that, since the ordered list always contains at least one element,
in accordance with our previous asymptotic analysis. Also, the probability that P(C (L) = L + 1)
can be found as
Since P(C (L) = L+1) = 1=(L+1) for the MAXLINE algorithm, the MAXLIST algorithm is much more unlikely to use L + 1 comparisons in a given iteration as L is increased.
Simulations
We now investigate the behavior of the MAXLIST algorithm through simulation, to verify our previous claims and analytical results. Data for each of these simulations has been generated using MATLAB's rand() and randn() commands for i.i.d. uniformly-distributed and white Gaussiandistributed variates, respectively, and MATLAB's filter() command has been used to create correlated Gaussian signals. Each of the estimates have been obtained using averages across 100000-element sample sequences. Figure 2 shows the average number of comparisons per output sample as a function of window length for the MAXLINE and MAXLIST algorithms, respectively, for both i.i.d. uniform and Gaussian random signals. For these input signals, the MAXLINE algorithm uses as much as 20 % fewer comparisons on average as compared to the MAXLIST algorithms for small window lengths; for longer window lengths, both algorithms perform similarly. The performance of both algorithms approaches the asymptotic value of three comparisons per output sample as the window length is increased 1 . From these plots, we can infer that the behaviors of both algorithms for i.i.d. signals are largely independent of the amplitude distribution p X (x): Figure 3 shows the sample distribution of the number of comparisons per output sample for the MAXLIST algorithm for window lengths of ten, twenty-ve, and one hundred elements, respectively, as well as the theoretical distribution given by (8) . As can be seen, all of the distributions closely follow the distribution in (8) for m 6 . Thus, our analysis provides a reasonable description of the actual distribution of C (L) for nite window lengths, and the match between the sample distributions and those predicted by (8) improves as L is increased. Figure 4 shows the average pruned list length E N (L) ] as a function of the window length. Also shown is our analytical preduction of average list length, indicating that our analysis is extremely accurate. Also shown are the bounds as given in (18), showing that the average list length for the MAXLIST algorithm is approximately log L. Plots of the sample distributions of the pruned list length have also been shown to follow the theoretical distribution de ned by (10){(12), indicating the accuracy of our analytical results. It should be noted that the average number of times that the pruned list was shortened to a single value followed a L ?1 trend independent of the signal distribution, as predicted. ] 2 reported in 9] is due to the fact that the input signal used in their simulations was drawn from a discrete distribution. Figures 5(a) and (b) show the average number of comparisons per output sample as a function of window length for the MAXLINE and MAXLIST algorithms for correlated Gaussian random signals with correlation sequence E X k X k+i ] = a jij ; (22) where a = 0:9 and a = ?0:9, respectively. The MAXLIST algorithm requires about three comparisons on average per output sample in both cases, whereas the MAXLINE algorithm requires between 10% and 33% more comparisons on average for longer window lengths. This result supports our previous claim that the MAXLIST algorithm can be expected to perform well for di erent signal types. Figure 6 shows the average pruned list length E N (L) ] as a function of the window length for the two correlated signal cases as well as the predicted length for white Gaussian signals. Here, we see that the MAXLIST algorithm uses more memory on average as the correlation level is increased, although the growth in memory remains much below the growth in the window length.
Note that the two cases a = 0:9 and a = ?0:9 correspond to signal spectrums with lowpass and highpass frequency characteristics, respectively; thus, the MAXLIST algorithm uses memory less e ciently when processing signals that have less high frequency energy.
We now investigate the behavior of the MAXLIST algorithm when the pruned list was not allowed to grow beyond L elements. Monitoring the pruned list length introduces some additional overhead, and Figure 7 (a) shows the average number of comparisons as a function of the pruned list length L for an L = 50 element window operating on white Gaussian input data. For comparison, we have implemented a pruned version of the MAXLINE algorithm that only stores the past L data elements in memory. As can be seen, the modi ed MAXLIST algorithm requires between 50 to 70% more comparisons on average as compared to the pruned MAXLINE algorithm in this situation. Figures 7(b) and (c) show the percentage of erroneous maxima identi ed by the algorithms in a 100000-element data run and the average magnitude of the errors, respectively. As can be seen, the MAXLIST algorithm produces no errors over this record length for L 6, whereas the MAXLINE algorithm needs a 50-element list to accurately calculate the maximum. Of course, such a result is record-length dependent. However, simulations indicate that the probability that such error events occur for the MAXLIST algorithm is on the order of 1=(2(L ? 2))!, whereas they occur with a much larger probability for the truncated MAXLINE algorithm. Moreover, the errors are much smaller in magnitude for the MAXLIST algorithm, as can be seen in the plots. For many real-time signal processing applications, these results mean that by limiting the growth of the pruned list, an increase in system throughput can be obtained for a negligible loss in performance.
Conclusions
We have presented a new algorithm for computing the running maximum or minimum of a signal over a nite data window that uses a pruned list of potential future maxima or minima. Analysis and simulations indicate that the new algorithm is quite e cient for i.i.d. signals, and its computational requirements are more balanced than other competing algorithms. We have explored the possibility of limiting the computational complexity of the algorithm via truncation of the pruned list, and simulations indicate that its performance degrades gracefully as the length of the list is shortened. The new algorithm is particularly suited to real-time DSP implementation and should prove useful to particularly-demanding applications in signal and image processing. List of Tables   Table 1: The MAXLIST algorithm.
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